Matic is the native coin in MATICBusiness
Packages are 50/100/250/500/1000 Matic
Based over a polygon chain, the native coin is Matic, a 100% distribution
algorithm working on a contribution method.
There 4 ways to contribute and receive contributions:

• Global Single Leg. Everyone who joins the global tree comes under each
other and contribute to unknown people. The people who join earlier
than you are called upline and the people who join after you are called
downline. You receive contributions from 30 people upline and 20
people downline. Each deposit contributes 1% of their amount
redeposited. In other words, to understand how this distribution takes
place please read this following paragraph carefully...
• "Single leg distribution. 30 levels up…you receive your
contributions according to your package amount % (percentage).
For upline 30% of that and for downline 20% of that divide by the
total amount of packages valued in all upline 30 people and same
in 20 people downline.
Numerical example: Reinvestment amount is 1000 Matic. 200 Matic
will be distributed in downline team. Let's assume downline team

total package value is 154,060 Matic. So now 200 ÷154,060 =
0.00129 is the per Matic unit value and for this transaction your
package value is 7439 Matic. Then 7439 × 0.00129 = 9.59. So 9.59
Matic is your downline award for this particular transaction. In a
similar manner, each transaction that takes place in your upline or
downline uses this formula.
You are always in the race to take a bigger bite from the pie. According to this
formulation your share increases as per your package value increases.

• Level Income. This works only from you and your team’s network. You earn
from 11 levels down. Your first level earns you 10% and 2nd to 11th levels
earns you 3% each time they join and then redeposit. Level income 1. 10%,
2. 3%, 3. 3%, 4. 3%, 5. 3%, 6. 3%, 7. 3%, 8. 3 %, 9. 3%, 10. 3%, 11. 3%.
• Condition to achieve level income. 1st and 2nd levels are open by default.
Minimum 4 direct sponsors are required to open from levels 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th and 7th …8 directs to open levels 8th,9th, 10th and 11th.

• There is a Pool 1 of 5% from the total daily contributions. All pool qualifiers
receive an equal contribution of the pool. Condition to qualify for this pool
is to complete 4 direct sponsors within 4 days of your account activation
and remain in the pool until 1000 Matic has been earned by you through
any method of income.

• Another Pool 2 of 5% is from total turnover and with an equal distribution
method. Condition to qualify is 300 contributors in your 11th level of your
tree and remain in the pool forever.
This is 100% distribution. Entire code has been written over the polygon smart
contract.
100% decentralised, no modification, no alterations, no manipulation.

Reinvestment/Withdrawal

No direct partner is required.
Package value 50 Matic to 249 Matic: 60% reinvestment-40% withdrawal

Package value 250 Matic to 499 Matic: 50% reinvestment-50% withdrawal. 4
direct partners needed to earn this split.

Package value 500 Matic to 999 Matic: 40% reinvestment and 60% withdrawal. 2
direct partners required

Package value 1000 Matic or above: 30% reinvestment and 70% wallet
withdrawal. No direct partners required

Reinvestment will be distributed as per package purchased method.
Deduction 5% to Matic Corp.
Enjoy 100% trust and transparency.

